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During the main part of the trip, the author and the
members of the same crew, and the members of another crew
were assi sted by John Conrow.
~.li
sters James Kelly

t-

1,embers of one crew 'sere

Claude iJale , and Parker Negus.

The

second crew was composed of ~isters Joseph Pickard,
Paava Pumma La , and

t ne

author.

Several areas south of

·vhitehallwere surveyed by the two crews.

The areas will

be taken up specifically in the latter part of this report.
The entire party was located in or near '{hitehall
during the trip.

Some of the men stayed in touri st cabins

in 'hitehall while others lived in tents about t mile
northwest of

hitehall.

Board was obtained at the Borden

Hotel located in the main part of the town.

The board

consisted of two meals, breakfast at 7:15 A. M. and
dinner at 6:00 P. M.
the food satisfactory.

The rates were very reasonable and
Lunches were taken by the members

to be eaten in the field.
The field tr ip was begun on Monday, September 9, 19409
and ended September 28, 1940.

The various members of the

party left Butte at about 8:00 A. M. on the opening day,
and arrived in "hitehall a few hours later.

Those men

desiring to live in tents immediately erected their living
quarters.

Following this the rest of the day was spent

in running a practice alidade traverse in a grain field
immediately adjacent to the camping site.
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lakes.

After leaving the river, the topography became

more rugged.

Stee_ cliffs can often be observed, of

which the main cliff former is a limestone, the Madison.
Here and there igneous intrusives occur which tend to make
a rough topography.
Several days were spent in an area about 10 miles
due south of v'hitehall. Here the topography became very
irregular.

Rugged cliffs could be seen in many directions.

These cliffs were often covered with timber and other
vegetation.
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Climate and Vegetation
1J.1he
climate near Whitehall is semi-arid.

The

average rainfall is ~pproximately 10 to 15 inches

and

therefore irrigation is practiced on the lake bed de osits
south of vVhitehall.

Various grains and farms of feed

are grown in these irrigated regions.
In the actual areas surveyed, the grazing of cattle
and sheep is the chief occupation of the residents.

In

a more timbered area, lumbering is carried on.
Along the Jefferson River, there is much undergrowth
which is usual near bodies of water.

This undergrowth

consists mainly of cotton wood and willow trees.

In the

more mountainous terrain, pine, fir, and cedar trees occur.
The common buffalo grass grows in aboundance upon areas
from whi ch the rainfall is not drained too sud.denLy

,

\J
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Physiography
The maximum relief of the areas is roughly 3,000
feet.

It may be a little higher in some of the higher

peaks south of Whitehall.

The ri se of the mountainous

areas is gradual rather than abrupt.
The main drainage feature as already implied is the
Jefferson River.

It is roughly ~ of a mile wide, and

flows almost at grade in various places.

The South

Boulder Creek drains part of the area surveyed.

In the

mountainous area surveyed due South of Whitehal~ the
drainage is somewhatunusual.

Even after heavy rains

it was observed that very little run off had occured.
This was probably due to long dry periods which had
occured previously.

In the valleys it was noticed that

sharp deep channels had not formed due to erosion.
Much of the rainfall is being retarded by the vegetation.
Northeast of Whitehall, the ~orth Boulder creek flows.
The area was not surveyed by the author's crew so no
statement will be made regarding the drainage features.
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General Geology
Much of the informa tion for the following discussion
was taken from the Montana School of Mines publication
Memoir No.9,

the Three Forks folio, historical geology

books, and from notes given

by

Dr. Laurence L. Sloss in

his historical geology lectures.
'l'hepony ser Le s of the Pre-Cambri an are the oldest
rocks which are fonnd in the areas studied.

This formation

is composed chiefly of gneises and schists which shows that
metamorphic processes must have occured.

These processes

were folding and faulting plus igneous tntrusions.
The Palezoic era is introduced by the deposition of
quartzitic sands, which were compressed to form the Flathead quartzite.

An uplift must have ocoured in order that

erosion and depesition of the sandstone could take place.
Alternating limestones, shales and sandstones were laid
down during

aleozoic time.

This means that many periods

of up~ift and subsidence must have been common.

The

Cambrian period was probably characterized by frequent
uplifts, but in the Devonian and Mississippian the seas
were more steady.
column is studied.

This is understood when the geologic
Limestone is the very common deposttion

during those two periods.

During ~ennsylvanian time

limestone was lain down, and therefore seas must have been
present.

Slight erosion occured in Permian time to deposit

a cherty phosphatiC shale.

J
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The Mesozoic era opened with a period of erosion.
In the Jurassic period a thin bedded sandstane is over
lain with a limestone which in turn is overlain by shales.
The Cretaceous period is opened by the deposi tion of a
thick bedded salt and pepper sandstone.

It must be deducted

that an uplift occured and then subsequently much erosion.
On top of the sandstone a dark crumbly shale was lain
down.
The Rocky Mountain folding of late Cretaceous time
c~umpled and folded the rocks.

The intrusion of the

Tobacco Root batholith and many other igneous bodies
occured after th e folding.
The mountain range -roduced by the late Mesozoic folding
was eroded to a low relief.

The Madison and

ed into the Snake River toward the south.

,Jefferson flow-

ll8.ny

changes in

topography were brought about by the mountain building forces.
River valleys were blocked by lava flows and fault-dams.
Vater accumulated beh~ind these dams, forming chains
of large lakes.

From the elevated mountain ranges, rejuve-

nated streams poured muds, sands, gravels into the lakes.
Volcanic action from distant areas deposited great quantties
of ash and dust into the air to be de~osited into the lakes.
The lakes were finally drained by outlets in the dams
cutting deep channels.

The new rivers now reversed their

direction of main drainage channels and now flow into the
vissouri instead of the Snake.

The block faulted mountains

attained considerable elevations and the present topographic
appearance achievedJ

The ice sheet appeared in Ple~stocene

~~ime, and even now glacial moraine still remains.
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Description of the South Boulder Section
thorough study was made of the formations along South
Boulder creek before the crews were split

up for work in

various areas.
The entire field party started the study of the formations by going to the oldest formation 9resent.

Dr. Perry

gave a short talk in which he explained the use of maps
which were presented' to us.

Then he told us of some of the

characteristics of the formations, which we would see. (See
Plates 1 and 2).
''Ie

started with the oldest formations. and progressed
~'

toward the south, encountering younger ssdiments.

These

deposits were plotted on the map using the road and an irrigation ditch for points of reference.

The inst:nuctors

pOinted out the location of so~e of the formations.

The

formations and their characteristics will now be given in
the order that they were encountered ,
Pre-Cambrian
The Pony gneiss is the only Pre-Cambrian rock present
along South Boulder Creek.

It is a coarsely banded, gray

speckled appearing formation containing many garnets.

It is

essentially a hornblende gneiss with considerable feldspar.
The soil nearby is full of mica flakes which are the result
of weathering.

These flakes of mica are very helpful in the

mapping of the formation in other areas.

The formation

...:.1.
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has a sttike of S65E and a dip of 42 NE.
The Belt formation

is not found on South Boulder

Creek.

Cambrian
Overlying
formation,

the Pony gneiss is the first of the Cambrian

the Flathead

80 feet.

This quartzite

Cambrian

formation.

are generally

These beds are always

upon the Prequartzite,

even though often poorly

The formation,

tremely ~ell cemented

fairly

at the bottom.

ridge former.

Erosion

slabs, while deposition

bedding was formed.

and

cemented

coarse grained,
Such a formation

is exis

will form large lichen

was taking place,

A basal breccia

as the result of the weathering
gneiss.

of

The rock has a pink or reddish ap cearan ce upon

a fresh break.

a prominent

with a total thickness

lies unconformally

very massive

at the top.

covered

quartzite

is observed

crossin the base

of bull quartz from the Pony

The strike and diu is the same as for the previous

formation.
Above the Flathead
pears.

quartzite,

The bottom is essentially

The beds are valley formers
characteristics.
limey because
limestone

in the middle

ap-

a thin bedded green shale.

due to their rapid weathering

Toward the middle

of limestone

the -olsey formation

lenses~

the formation

becomes

There is probably more

and top members

than there is shale.

warm tr~cks are often found in the shale.

The shale members
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of the formation
and brownish

are

green

characteristically

thin-bedded

in color.

The bottom member of the next
is

a slabby

black

however,

is the

limestone

here,

limestone,

250 feet

even more massibe,
A few oolitic
observed

within

thick,

often

The middle.

has a peculiar

black

or twenty

The trilobi

markers.

thickness

and gold

The top beds are

Trilobite

feet

tes

fragments

into

ten serve

0

are

of the bottom.

and may develope

wi se conglomerate.

The

gray in appearance.
found.

persistent

'l'he total

thick.

gray and massive.

fifteeen

':Phis zone is very

the Meagher,

member of the formation.

but a lighter

bands are

formation.

100 feet

characteristic

ap oear anc e, often

mottled

micaceous,

an edge-

as horizon

of the Meagher limest one is

450 feet.
A very tfiinu. bedded pape r greenish
overlies
is

the ~eagher

not well

exposed because

The next
thi ckness

formation

It

as a whol

weathers

the

The beds are

sandstone,

a light

fO

valley

sugary
Pilgrim
150 feet

brownish

the

limestone.

is

often

with local

limest one is
thick.

the

and are

gray in color.

The total

The lower oart
a good cliff

'Iish brown color.

texture

Park shale,

forming properties.

f.eet thick.

very massive,

forma t ion

formation,

the Pilgrim

to a yello

has a fine

Overlying
tion.

being

This

of its

is

is approximately

of the formation,
former.

limestone.

shale

The limestone
variations.

ry Creek formaessentially

a
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A white

thin bedded

limestone,

in the South Bould.er section.

the Yogo,

This formation

is next
contains

some

fossils,
'1'hetotal thickness

of the beds as

100

feet.

Devonian
The first formation
limestone,
feted

age is a black sugayy

This limestone

the Jefferson.

will give off a

odor when struck wi th a pick or other object.

geodes

Quartz

are oftem found which serve as a good key to the Jef-

fer son.

The crysta.lling str.ucture of th e lime stone sparkle s

brilliantly
thick,

of Devonian

in the the sunlight.

characteristically

This f'orrret Lo n , 750 feet

contains

much magnesium

•

of dolomi t e ,

The second formati on of the Devonian
formation.

It consists

mainly

bove this there is fifty

is the 'l'hreePo rka

of two parts.

there is large band, 3;)0 feet thick,

thickness

in the form

On the bottom

of vari-colored

feet of limy shale.

shales.

The total

is 350 feet.
Carbonifer ous

The lower part of the Carboniferous
a huge massive

limestone

named the

is a great ridge

former

in South-destern

r ontana.

that it appears

basaltic

is introduced

adison.

in a semi-arid
The bottom
in character.

by

This formation

country

such as that

part is so firie grained
Two types of fossils,
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lace-like bryozoans and coral s , are found in the bot tom
members.

The upper part has a more sugary texture, and is

lighter in color, oeing fossiliferous in crinoid stems.
Nodules are found here.

The Mad i son with a total thickness

of 2100 feet is mainly a bluish gray massive limestone with
a fine grai ned sugary texture.
The Amsden limestone lies above the v~dison.

At the

base there is a 10 foot bed of red shaly sandy limestone,
which is typically Amsden.
appearance on the surface.

The limestone has a dirty, chal.iry
The top part of the formation

is com)osed of a very fine grained limestone with a reddish
tinge.

The total thickness is 200 feet.
Overlying the Amsden is a light pink quartzite, the Qua-

drant.

Some limestone is also present.

The cherty limestone

alternates with thick quartzitic beds.

This formation, 150,

feet thick, is weather resistant and therefore cliff forming.
Permian
The only Permian formation seen on South Boulder is the
Phosphoria formation.
chert.

At the base there is a 10 foot bed of

~his chert is black in color, irregularly banded, and

shatters with a choncho i da.Ifracture.

1.

bove the chert there

is a nodular phosphatic bed, then black shale, more phosphate
rock, and finally a thin bedded shale,
roughly 150 feet thick.

The formation is

-15-

Jurassic
Over lying the Phosphoria is the Ellis formation
with a thickness of 100 feet.
sists of a yel10Wish chert.

'l'he Ellis at the base con-

This formation is essentially

a light gray sandstone interbedded with a fine grained lirnestone.

The limestone often becomes shaley.

Gypsum is

sometim9s present with the limestone.
The Ellis is over lain b.Y a brownish yellOW shale.
the llorrison formation.

A slight banding was observed.

Due to hard resistance parts, a rought weathering is very
pronounced.
orange.

The shales

are varied colored from green to

This formation is about 150 feet thick, but due to

weathering leaving small angular fragments, the thickness
varies somewhat.
Cretaceous
The Cretaceous period is opened with the laying down
of a so-called salt and pepper sandstone.
the Kootenai, is 850 feet thick.

This f'o
rrrat Lon ,

In Montana fields, thi s

formation is often the gas and oil horizon.
The base of the Kootenai forms ridges due to its weather
resistant properties.

Fine blac

chert particles are fou.d

in the sandstones.
The upper Kootenai consists of shales, some of which
are blood red in color.

It is this upper part which contains

gastrapods, and therefore serves as an index horizon.
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The.Ko otena i, is over lain by the Colorado format ion,
a greenish colored shale, which breaks like limestone.

The

Colorado, 200 feet thick, weathers easily to form valleys in
many parts of Montana.
The £ivingston forrration is the last formation on the
,

South Boulder creek.

Itis

unusual in that it is mainly

an igneous (effusive) agglomerate containing volcanic
pebbles of andesi tic character.

'I'h
ey have a dark greenish

gray color, and seem to have been laid down as a lava flow.
Hornblendes and augites are present.
The Livingston is spread out over great areas and therefore no definite thickness has been assigned to it.
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Geology of Area Surveyed
Five Miles Southeast of
Renova, Montana
The two crews me ntioned previously in the report

wi th

t

the instruction of John Conrow, mapped an area five miles
southeast of Renova, which, itself, is about 5 miles south
west of Vhitehall.

A total of 5 days was spent by our crew

in this area. (Sea.Plate 4).
The first formation encountered was a Pre-Cambrian
arkose named the Belt.

The Belt formation was not present

in the in the South Boulder section and this was the first
time the formation was studied.

An arkose is a sedimentary

rock in which the feldspar present has great predominance
ove r the quart z,

The Belt her however was eroded so badly

that it was difficult to make a clean-cut study.
ed mainly of shales, fine-grained,
green in color.

It aonsist-

ranging from grey to

These shales were mainly in a flat lying

position.
The Livingston formation with its andesitic and basaltic
characteristics was observed at almost the same time.

, La r-ge

fault must be present beoause these two formations are not
successive in the geologic column.

The Livingston formation

is upper Cretaceous while the arkose is Pre-Cambrian.
AS the survey was continued, a Cambrian Flathead quartzite contact with the arkose was found.

This band of Flstheadl

in turn formed a c ontact with the volsey shale.

Both of the
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formations were only about 700 feet wide as exposed on the
surface.

The Meaghe-r limestone was found next in the succes-

sion of beds.
wide.

The limestone here was approximately 750 feet

The same large fault separating the arkose and Living-

ston formation also separates the flathead, iolsey and
Meagher from the Livingston.
The survey crews continued their survey southward along
a road leading to what is known as Sawmill Canyon.

The form-

ations were studied as they were met.
The rark shale. green and paper-like, succeded the v1eagher
limestone.

Next to the Park was the Pilgrim limestone, grey,

sugary and mottled.

It was not possible to find the fault

that must exist between the Pilgrim, and the next formation.
the ~~dison.

A fault must exist, but due to much vegetation

and rough topography, it was not found.
The fault discussed in the first part of the description
of the area splits

8~

shown on the map.

The faulted section

is lower in elevation than the outcrop upon each side.
this section the "black and gold mottled
was found.
the

If

In

Meagher limestone

At the beginning of the split in the fault,

eagher was faced on th e west by the

ark shale and

Pilgrim limestone, but these were replaced by the Madison.
Due to rough topography it was not possible to find the
missing beds or the fault that was present between the
Pilgrim and the vIadison.
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the

'110

Andesites
inston

east

were found.

formations

Livingston
zite.

was followed

appears

the formations
contact

that

branch

Madison limestone

Quadrant
by parti
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of syenite porphyry.
found.

Small veinlets of oxide zones were

Small excavations had been made by prospectors,

but these were now all abandoned.

The Florence mine,

now not operating, is located in this district.
At this time the crews were separated.

Our crew went

to work on an area south of Renova Hot Springs while the
other crews continued their work adjacent to the Belt arkose.
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Jescription
of

enova Hot Springs
of the-:surv8Jb.t nnt tn s area was to map the

The purpose
geology

in a gully called Perry Canyon.

An automobile
southernly

direction

was conducted
geology

of Area South

was run along the road in a

from Renova

Hot Springs.

This traverse

up to Perry Canyon, but not a great deal of

was mapped.

the right

traverse

Some pegmatitic

side of the canyon,

rocks were found on

but the work was discontinued

after only one day so the real problem

there was not analized.

field map was made, but no tracing was required,
little work was done that it was not believed
include

Such

necessary

to

a map of the area in this report.

The crew now went to work on the Phosphoria
on Soutn. Boulder

Creek.

formation
/
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General

Geology

Seven Miles

of Area

South of

Jeffer son Island
The primary

importance

to trace the Phosphoria
creek.

of the work in this area was

formation

east of South Boulder

Three days were spent here.
At the beginning

of the Phosphoria

(See ?late 3')

of the field work, a thorough

formation

and the other formations

to it was made on the west side of South Boulder
detailed

description

of the Phosphoria

study
adjacent

creek.

forrration is gi ven

in the next paragraph.
The bottom part of the Phosphoria
erized by a narrow band of black
there is an oolitic
of sandstone

band of phosphate

interbedded

The next bed, nodular
much economic
as a whole.
indicating

Then a small band

color shale occurs.

unjustified

rock there is a cherty

shale

the end of the forn~tion.
was covered bylthe alluvium

Cceek, but it was relocated

mile east of its main location

by all crews at the beginning

in the valley

in a small gulley

where it was studied

of the field trip.

The upper part of' the 2hosohoria
with the grey sugary sandstone
formation.

rock.

this chert,

is often given although

Below the phosphate

of South Boulder

t

with a varied

Above

is charact-

nhos hatic rock, is the band td which

importance

The Phosphoria

about

chert.

formation

The other formations

was found in c~ntact

of the lower part of the
below the Ellis were not

llis
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observed

very critically,

haphazardly.
Phosphoria

The Kootenai

was mapped

were put in

in order to locate the

~ith respect to the section lines.

The ~hosphoria
gulleys occuring
the ~~dison

and the contacts

could only be picked up in the

along the mountain

limestone

of the Phosphoria

formation

front present.

was the main ridge former.

Again
Erosion

occurs very easily.

The Phosphoria

was followed

the strike until a badly disected

for about five miles along
region was encountered.

The formation was lost, but relocated

f'urther eastward.

At this time in our field work, the two week period
came to an end, and the work in this area was discontinued.
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Economic

Geology

In the field work done there were only two instances
in which any indication

of mineral

d epo al ts of any value

could be seen.
In the Bone Basin country
of prospect
No mineral

southwest

holes and a few abandoned
of sufficient

of Renova,

mines

a number

were observed.

value to be mined at a profit

seems

to have been found.
In the area surveyed
of phosphatic

southwest

rock were followed.

and too narrow

of Jefferson

As long as the phosphate

remain

productive

value

at the present

fields of Florida

and Idaho

there is li ttle hope for development

beds of South Boulder.

beds

These beds are too cherty

to be of any commercial

time.

Island,

of the

